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Support Jadi saya bekerja pada permainan dengan beberapa teman, dan kami ingin memiliki banyak fitur di dalamnya , dan salah satu fiturnya adalah kemampuan untuk menculik seseorang. Aku ingin tahu apakah itu melawan ToS untuk memiliki fitur penculikan. Saya mencoba melihat-lihat dan tidak dapat menemukan pertanyaan lain tentang hal itu jadi ya. 5 Suka in the admin
suite Adonis opposes TOS so I would assume this is for. They eventually changed the kidnapping order to something else as a result. However it kinda depends on what you actually allow them to do. 2 Likes Like most content, it often depends on how you present it. Generally if you have to ask the best to avoid, but if you think something more like a Fat Princess where there's no
harm done to the princess and it's very cartoonish, there's no violence to hostages/kidnapped people, then that's probably fine. If otherwise you have violence, tie people in the boot of a car, the person is injured or worse, and the style is very realistic and close to real life, then you will struggle to justify it. Generally a prison or something similar is better terminology than kidnapping
if you're going down a safer cartoon route. 1 Like Well it will probably work similarly to features in the Wild West where they allow people to be lasso'd and there are law enforcement options in this game. Also @kinkocat I believe that kidnapping orders are different then the features that I have, because that one represents the kidnapping of modern clowns, the game is set in the
Ancient Era. How is it implemented? Is it like admin Kohls (where the van drove and stole you) or are you dragged on a rope by a player? EDIT: If you apply this, keep it as safe as possible. Just don't make anything that could be considered a genuine kidnapping. Tied up and dragged or carried away, it can also be placed on horseback like in The Wild West. I'm sure it'll be fine.
Once the feature is implemented, you can send a message to DevRel and ask them about it. Just don't let go until you have a response. 1 Like No, it won't break roblox tos rules because one admin like @PMGDesigns says there's an admin who can kidnap you and if it's not really like kidnapping like throwing a rope around a player then roblox might ask you to delete it or change
it. There are games like that if some part of the game is there as long as it's like you know what roblox wouldn't be like at all. 1 Like Wild west lassoing sounds fine. I think post-lasso is a bit to question. What happens after you catch someone? 1 Like an HD admin has a command called :my clown and what it does is have a killer clown kidnapping and kill you. I'm sure the game will
be fine. No, I highly recommend against any content that refers to subjects such as 'abduction', 'murder', etc. This is a mistake on our behalf and we changed it more friendly and humorous orders instead. If you have content that references kidnapping/murder, you will at least be asked to remove it, or worse receive a moderation warning. 1 As Good as I stated before I had it like
the lasso function of the Wild West, which roblox has no problem with so. 1 Likes Likes and Feedback Game Design Support Ok, let's say I have a game. And in this game, you can knock someone out, carrying them over your shoulder. And once you've carried them over your shoulder, you can open the trunk of your car and put them in and drive away. Is that against Roblox
ToS? 3 Likes I know you can do everything until you talk about putting them in the trunk of your car, which sounds a bit TOS but I think it also depends on the game. If it's really just about kidnapping then it'll probably fight the TOS but if it's just a feature in a game like GTA then it'll probably pass 1 Like There's a literality of the game's story that's about kids defending themselves
from armed thieves breaking into their homes. I think you're okay. not only children, but adults. adults are fine (are they?) Well, there's an admin command, which has a kidnapping order, but, I think you should try not to make it too realistic, because roblox doesn't like traumatic things that actually happen in real life. (I'm not too sure, but from what I remember,this is true.) It's kind
of funny to read haha. I don't think you'll be able to get by with it, it's not right for younger kids. It's a bit of a grey area, and the rules aren't very clear about it. This may not be allowed if your entire game is based on kidnapping, but having it as a side feature in the game is more likely to be fine. The closest relevant rule is II.2: For example, the experience in the game should not
have an inappropriate theme [...] Below is a list of inappropriate behavior (and please note this list is not comprehensive; You should think about if you give or promote inappropriate behavior): [....] Dangerous, unethical and illegal activities; So, if your game is themed around kidnapping, you may be in trouble. Having it as a small feature (such as the :kidnap command mentioned in
certain free model admin systems) will be fine. My understanding is that games like Jailbreak and Mad City are able to get away with crime-focused themes by also having law enforcement options for players, so it can work in your case as well. 5 Like There are games about nothing but shooting and killing people and gore as well, there are games about robbery and theft. There
are many themes of violence in the game Roblox. My understanding as long as it's not super violent and real it should be fine, I don't think Roblox would do anything if it was realistic but they are very unpredictable. There's a game This was some time ago using a knife script to hold people hostage by holding them around their necks, this was quickly stopped. So yes I would say
this will fight posatta TOS: command :kidnap mentioned in the admin system of a certain free model PhoenixRessusection: there is an admin command, which has a kidnapping order That what you say, has been said 3 times already ... ... for what you have said, Yes it would be against roblox TOS if it was really realistic. The first abduction is for a rather mature audience and most
children will be scared about it. This will contribute to Violence and Child Abuse because abduction is widely associated with children. You should read Part I, 11 and Part II Roblox, 2. This states several points clearly about this type of topic. I would suggest making it not really realistic and not creepy. Putting in the trunk of a car is really creepy to think about. Although, I wouldn't
go for such an approach but a lot of the game has gore and hardness in it, but roblox is absolutely fine with them. I've also never seen/played a kidnap game before and I highly doubt it can be made child-friendly in any way. This is entirely my opinion and for what I know, others who contributed to this topic also have good points, please read them as well. Good afternoon. 1 Like
posatta: Dangerous, unethical and illegal activities; But then robbery/robbery will not be allowed on roblox (Because robbery, and robbery is illegal activity in real life). Which means... bye bye to, entry-point, jailbreak, and mad-city. These games also don't feature very mature themes like kidnapping someone and throwing them in the trunk of a car. I'm sure there needs to be a line
between these two activities. Kidnapping can be an adult depending on how you do it, and it's the same as robbery, and robbery... Right? True but this heist game doesn't feature anything like hostages or other adult themes. I don't see how you can make kidnapping less mature than it already is. There is a Kidnap command in HD Admin, but it's a different kind of word for example:
;clown (player). If that is the main feature of the game then it will get [Deleted Content], but if it's like the thing in the Admin Panel or Commands then that's probably fine. Games like Prison Life, Jailbreak and Mad City have robberies, but it's kind of not violent, but Illegal. Plus ROBLOX has swords to kill and kill people is illegal. So I would say that if the kidnapping was in the
Admin Panel or admin command it would be fine because it was a small thing. DragRacer31: bye bye to, entry-point, jailbreak, and mad-city. Did you read my entire post? I'm not a Roblox staffer, so I can be wrong, but I mention this exactly. posatta: My understanding is that games like Jailbreak and Mad City can get away with it a crime-focused theme by also having law
enforcement options for players, so it can work in your case as well. 1 Like There are games like streets where you can knock someone out and drag their unconscious body wherever you want. Although the game is not specifically about that, it is still very close to what you mentioned, and unlike City and Jailbreak is entirely focused on crime. but if you want my opinion, I would say
don't do it. 2 Like me pretty sure that will make little Johnnys parents angry! I won't. Jailbreak and mad city is only stored in cuz parents like that. Kidnapping just for not being child-friendly! I'm going to hate it. The road must be shut down! hAHhaha funny, guess what, blink a bit worse ... You kill someone and put them on tv, I don't even think about that. I think roblox is for kids
xddddddd. xddddd.
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